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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Many  microelectromechanical
own sensors  to  monitor  thems

In this  study,  a MEMS-based
vision  tracking  system  recogn
calculates  the  position  and  rot
system  can  be  applied  to  MEM
and  three  micro  vision  marker
With  three  fiducial  markers  p
displacement  of  the  nanoposit
less  than  1 �m. The  presented
multiple  MEMS  elements  simu

. Introduction

The small footprint, nanometer level resolution and low cost of
icroelectromechanical systems (MEMS) extended the capabilities

f the traditional motion stages to newer areas, including scan-
ing probe for data storage scanning [1] and micro-manipulation

nside a vacuum chamber [2]. Due the small form factor of MEMS
lements, the macroscopic sensing techniques are of limited appli-
ability. Therefore, how to sense and control the moving MEMS
lements has been an issue. In order to solve this issue, many
esearchers attempted to develop motion sensing mechanisms
hich have similar or smaller form factor to combine them with

he moving MEMS  elements [3–16]. These efforts have led to the
evelopment of capacitive sensors, piezoelectric sensors, and opti-
al sensors based on MEMS  technologies that are widely used.

Capacitive sensors have been commonly used as linear dis-
lacement sensors [3,4], accelerometers [5], and a force sensor [6].
apacitive sensors convert the gap change between two  electrodes

nto a change in capacitance providing nanometer level resolution
nd intuitive design. Although popular in MEMS,  capacitive sensors
re vulnerable to other electrical noise and tend to occupy large
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 systems  (MEMS)  devices  require  considerable  design  effort  to embed  their
elves.
 vision  tracking  system  is  developed  based  on  micro  fiducial  markers.  The
izes  the  predetermined  patterns  of  the  micro-scale  fiducial  markers  and
ation  of  the  MEMS  elements.  Due  to its good  accessibility,  the  presented
S  devices  without  significant  effort  or modification.  This  tracking  system
s  are  applied  to a  MEMS  nanopositioner  as a linear  displacement  sensor.

rinted  on a  nanopositioner,  the  presented  system  can monitor  the  linear
ioner  with  the  error  less  than  1%  of an  intended  motion  and  the  jitter  error

 MEMS  vision  tracking  system  also  demonstrated  its capabilities  to  track
ltaneously  in  MEMS-based  micro-manipulation.

©  2015  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

area for better accuracy [7]. Therefore, in order to have meaningful
results, considerable areas are required to monitor multiple objects
or two  or more degrees-of-freedom (DOF) motions.

Another popular sensor in MEMS  is a piezoresistive sensor.
Piezoresistive sensors are based on the resistance change of silicon
under a stress [8]. Compared to a geometric change, the piezore-
sistive property of silicon has a large change in its resistance. The
advantages of piezoresistive sensors are its relatively small size
than capacitive sensors, high bandwidth, and nanometer level res-
olution [9]. But, in order to implement this sensor, selective ion
implantation or diffusion doping is required, and that may change
the whole fabrication process of MEMS  elements [10]. Thermal drift
or flickering noise from piezoresistive sensors also require addi-
tional post-processing to eliminate them [8,10].

Contrary to capacitive and piezoresistive sensors, optical sen-
sors can minimize additional design effort to embed the sensor on
MEMS  elements, because the monolithic design of MEMS  provides
reasonable field of view to an optical microscope installed on top of
it. In addition to this advantage, optical sensors are immune against
any noise related to electric or magnetic fields [11]. Intensity-based
optical sensor measures the intensity of the light reflected on the
surface of MEMS  devices [12]. When MEMS  devices move away
from the irradiated light, the intensity of the reflected light will
decrease. This can be measured quantitatively to extract the dis-
placement information [13]. But, the intensity based sensors are
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